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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

IN WASHINGTON STATE SECONDARY SCH60LS.
b

(A) ..:AND.WHY ME?

The purpose of the document you are now reading Is to guide a comprehensive

review and iMprovement in the environmental education received by

WaShingto'n State's secondary school students. :It comes to you frorin the.

Offiee of the State Superintendent of Public InstruCtion in Olympia. We're

gladit's in your hands, for a number. of reasons:

You may be a CLASSROOM TEACHER --
in which case you can use the four goals for environmental education

outlined in tt)is document, plus any sections you find particularly

important to your task, and conduct a review of the environmental content

of your .courses. You can 'locate suggestions In these pages (all sections

ire ref errced in the Conceptual buide and again in the Checklist, Section

IX) and in the Washington State materials referenced here to make speCific

improvements in the courses you offer. We're aware you may never have

considered yourself an environmental educator before -- we think otherwise

and hope you'll read orr a bit to see why. We're, also aware that you may

be. )#ble to extend 'your review to Include your entire school or district:

it Is\ often the individuat teacher, that succleds in instigating this

essent al form of evaluation. We hope this document, particularly- the



Checklist to be found at the end, will help you and that you get a little

help from your friends. Please let us know directly any way in which we

can help.

YoU may be a CURRICULUM SUPERVISO 41010

win which case you can use the full scope of this document to review

the environMental education received by a -typical secondary student in

your distOct. We hope you'll be able to Introduce the appropriate

teachers the appropriate sections, of this report, and that this Will
.help you stimulate greater continuity and congruity in the environmental

education provided in the curriculum you supervise. We're especially

hopeful that ydu will be instrumental in acquiring the time that full

review and implementation will take and in ena,uraging interdisciplinai.y

coop,eration wherever appropriate among your teachers.

You may be a DEPARTMENT-CHAIRPERSON

..in which case we hope,you will use this document to, review with your

department how successful you are in achieving the four, goals set for'th
-

for environnlentint&ication. If you don'A think 'environmental education

has anything to do with your department, plea-se read on!. We' think

otherwise, and we hope 3op'll be able to work with other chairpersons to

coordinate a school-wide review of the environmental education received

by your students.

,i

You may .be a DISTRICT SUPERIENDENT or tio PRINCIPAL --

...I which case we hope you will read this document thoroughly and then

use t e Checklist at...the end to cciduct a full review with your staff to
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achieve more "coherent, corisclOus environmental education.in your school or

district. We_think you have an especially important role in helping

,teachers utilize the school operation itself. as one of the most effestive

tools for environmental education, soniething.we stresS in Section VI.

In short, we'd ilk; *to have the ear Of every se&mdary educator in the

. State, but we're espectiallY happy to have yoursi We think you have an

important role precisely because of_ how we perceive ..environmental

education. Ands we believe- the four goals for environmental education

developed in this document can help you improye and eyaluate your .own area

of responsNlity in secondary education.

(B) ENVIRONMeNTAL EDliCATiON FOR ThE- -19110'S

Environmental education is so pervasive /that each sUbject area that makes

up a secondary program has importanTenvironmental content.. Even school

opetlaition, as it is observed arid understood by students, conveys

envtironmental lessons. As you read through and .use this document you will
.

find that most/ secondari sschool et areas are described as having.some

* specific contributiA to make to environmental education. Our approach /

to you; eking you to investigate/ your. own role as an environmental

eduçtor, is based on :the preTise that doing so, will strengthen the

overall quality of your program. -- not just its environmental impact.

We 1Be1ieve that muitidisciptinary exposure. to environmental content is

essential -to a student',s. understandinvof the environment.

ht



..To iinprovfei)Orronmental_ educatioh throughout an entire district does not..
, 4 .

. .

necessarily mean therelS. a needto rt;sh out nd create new staff positionP
. . .

. i
and programs. Rather, it requites that all staff become aware of. the

.
,6 .-

opportunity they have for providing conscious, planned envifpnmental.,.
11 . ' I'

edud.ation within the existing pnogram.. 101 course this kind of awareness

and planning will require more than reading these pages. Suggested in

-these...pages, however*, are practical steps that will. stimulate effective

environmental eduEation:

The - origins of the current maindate to carry on this assessment a tvd

improvement in environmental education can be traced back almost twenty

years in State education guidelines, proclamations, and programs. The

-

Basic Education Act and current high schooLgraduatjbon.reqLiirements .(see

especially WAC 180-56-026) combine to male the challenge immediate, because

environmental education. Is bask.

. ..

In the last decade concern for the environment hap strengthened and spread

among a body of people and institutions Whose concerns are the piomotion
te-

a.

iRoNMENTAL.QUALITY, QUALITY. OF

STABLE ECONOMICS, . J' OB4OPpORTUINIITIES,

.SECURE AND. SAFE ENERGY SUPPLY,. AN

. ACTIVE :INPORMED ELECTORATE.
I. .
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Today there Much less decrying of past sins, less "doomsday rhetoric;"
,

insteaili the common enemy has-becoome ignorance. The goal has become the
.4 .

'odevelopment . and implementation Of practical .alterhatives, to -dangerous
-

,

. trends: , alternatives °- that etriphasize enhinceMent"ce individual liberty
u

' .quality and diversity of lifeityles, assured economic stability,
,

4

'self-determination -- all .withins fundamental environmental limits.
p

paralleling thiS maturing of ."environmental concern, even .helping,to guide

it, has been the work of environmental educatOrs throughout the nation,

with.soine*of the- Most notable .programt..coming from .educatiirs in_rington

State. Ther hope that guides this document is that all educiors find

the goals for environmental (education important in their glasses:,in tactual

course content, 4here applicable, and always in eburse ,iconduct governing

use of materials, energy, and the, environment. This document is intended
a .",

. ; ,
,

to stiniulate eAvironmental consciousness suffiCiently4 in all Washington
,. ,
. ,

State secondary schools so' that any student without necessarily a,ny,

exposure to a class labelled "Environment" -- will graduate havine achieved

all four goals dfilgribed belOw.

tC) A ['REF iORD OF CAUTION_

The experienCe of environmental educators , particularly in the last ten
, 4

years,- leads. us to emphasie one important Pcaution. Our purpose" is not,,:. c.

to shock, to alienate, ,to revel iri the. face of b,ig, scary numbers,
44

therei

is too much progress already made in the search for environmentally sound

alternatives to 'suggest that any educator should spend time with this



The point.,of. environmental, education
,

With all. good education, Is t:he 'development ',of skills in wse, inf rmed.,

self--interest and community responsibility. "Whatever,4 one s

impressions of ,the future of environiner?tal citlality, JP(' is incumbent on
.

all educators to be "funcponal optimist,s"- in -tht-.',Classroom. Pessimism

own

as a *basiii:for edUcating °adolescents miry produceS i.lienation and

self-serving,. socially "destructiVe behayior. Educators*,

must be. . busiriess of Instilling 'Confidence,

.like parents ,

axarene.ss.,
ff . I.

,

resOonsibility, 'and the skills with .wiiich" to lead fulfilling lives': in..
friee society., ii.preciselythe. aim of environmental education..

To summarize (and to look ahead): °SeaOhdary education.° programs pust be

*exarnin'ed to.q. -ensure that environmental education is being: offered,

Amphasizing multidisciplinary exp.osure and congruity between *the-

environMental content. a student perceives and the environmentalawareness

embodied in school pohcies and oper4ticin: This document outlines a Method

of#.1ocating gaps, inconsistencies, and°°°missed opportunities throughout.

secondary

repairing,

school programs. - .and provides specific suggestions for
'

improving,
and irnpiementing environmental awareness throughotit

?these rograms.

the s udent's-eye

,expli

Thro.ughOut this procéss it is always impo'rtant'tp 'consider

view :. what is 'being experte ced anCi learned, both

itly and implicitly, in t e six years, grad seven through twelve?

The following seCtion details four goals

hington State secondary schotels.'

for 'environmental education in
,

'#
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,"Giv n the pre'valling feelings 'Of,both
the general public add private industi-y
that en,viropmental problems'are irideed

<1.serious; ihd tile agreement that educa.=
tion must play a critical role in re-.
solying these roblems, our task see?ns
obvious. .De ping, broadening, and g

properly man ng objective environmental
educatrwi fo the common schools is,
to a' tar ge e ent the °single most
impOrtant pa of the formula for the
quality of we all seeks'

, WOhingtoWState Office of Environmental
Education.. 106. A State oi tfile Art

'Report .

* .

r
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.FOIIR G049 IFOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

144,1VASHINGTON STAV SECONDARY. SCHOOLS-7-

,
EnvironMental education carriev vOr it an embarrassing train of

1

definitions. In early years..,it was fashionable to define, it as though

t it!'.alivays.; dealt With the Interrelationship.: of absoluteli everythihg to

absolutely everything -else! It Is broad in. scope -- but such a broad ,

definition .helps little in implementation. In lieu of: defining it. once

. again,- It is here broken down into four related goals.

4.

t



Studeht& sh-ould-,be' able to derive froryi
. a.-

-their secoMdary school progratn
,

AN ACCURATE AND-CaMPREHEN I VE.GROuNDING
'hp

eiN HOW The ENy IRoNNE:NT WORKS,

including man's interaction. with the
-

. env 1 ro-nment..

Students shouill

secondary sehool

200

able to derive fr

EXPERIENCE rN yALu I NG 1ENV I RONMENTAL
0

' QUAL I TY ,

c

-inc.luding the aest.hetits d'f both

"untouched" and "rnahrmade" eilvironments.:

1 -

Students should be able to derive froM

secondary.school,

EXPERI F,NcE Sr HOW PERSONAL CHOICES AND

ACTIONS AFFECT ENV:IROWENTAL QUALITY,

-wild' the aim of identifying and

Improving the opportunities in their

own future.

14 Students should be able t

secondary. school

- EXPERIENCE IN 441-100S Cf ENACTING
-

CCMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY,

InclUding all'aspects of citizen -.

governmirt bUsiness decision making.

derive f rom

4
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,'Each of these goals receives closratiention in what is to follow, bu)1

'first It is,important to, realize that leaving any one goal unmet results

serious miseducation. All four nied 'to be met throughoilt a student's
)

Isecondary school experience. tGoal (I), by Itself, might be good sciefC'e,

i!but vists outside the realm of human values and therefore leaves untouched

,the pressing problems and decisions we face --- all of which,depend on our

ability to decide what we value in order to reach satisfactory solutions.

'Goal (2) wIth Goal (l) is still insufficiertf because-it leaves 'the

:student without skills to affect the stuident's own life. Values without

action are hardly worthy of the name.
11.

The addition of -Goal (3) 1,s e.ssential ij order to set in motion actions

based on, enlIghtened self-interest. In fact, citizens can only lead

effective lives with an uhderstanding of HOW THE WORLD WORKS, a sense of

THEIR OWN VALUES,' and SKILLS TO ACT on behalf of their own values. But

, even stopping hee-, at Goal (3), and calling It a di)/ Is a fatal blunder

in a political system based on self-government. The student may be left .

with .the impression that individual actions are sufficient, that group

meiliati-on is unnecessarY, and that the machinery that exifsts for exercising
.1r4
obur political will may as well be left to, rust. Government and community

thus neglected -- government without citizenship -- quickly deteriorates.

Into government 'bit deCree.' *Goal (4) must be, achieved, empowering

students with the skills of corrunity interaction, community

decisionsscriakins, and community implementation.



Disti ct-wide 'assessment, whenever and however you can stimulate it., is

essenàl to ensure thatIka coherent program takes each student through

a real Ication of all four goals. Short of this, great benefit will still
'

be accmplished simply bY your asSessing and.4mprovipg your, oWn classes,

department, or school with respect to these goals.

In what 'follows ieach goat will be discussed in terms of impiovem fits'

in existing courses a multidisciplinary approach establishment of

interdisciplinary cooperation, development of ,innovative programs in

'particular areas, and availability of State miterials and ,programs to

'achieve these ends. In Section IX these discussions are summarized in
, .

checklist form to aid in the prOceps of evaluating and planning for

iinplementation. Remember, .throughout, to take the student's-eye iiew.

Ni

.3 .

GOAL (1)

AN :ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE GROUNDING

. IN H011y. THE ENVIRONMENT WORKS

(A) A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

'It is traditional to expect thp goal to be met.within the science progv.

'Here stuidents meet the environmentfrom rious science perspe4tives and

may .learn a number of strategies for investigating it. Itst to relegate

study of the environment to one department or one course is to undermine

_LAC

- 10 - 16
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a full unde standing of the environment apd of each subject aref(in turn'.

Ally depart

.`lenvironmen

need to assess the degree to which they catn ensureif
1 awareness in their courses and plan stratiiiei to improve

an# coordinate their offerings.

MultidisCiplinary efforts are crucial to the attainment of Goal (I,

especially to convey /the interaction of man and' envir9nment. By.

"multidisciplinar 1! is meant, the-'introduction ofenyironmental concepts in

all manner of courses -- not haphazarc*Or to the exklusIon of essential

I?

, .

topics, 'but to .strengthen and enliven, the very presentation of those

essential topics. For example, the following sui;ject areas have critical

rolei In environmental education:

- the role of 'environments in
shaping societies, and vice versa.

the rOjelo,f environmental condltions
and resource use in the rise and' fall
of governments and civilizations.

MATHEMATICS - the. ufe of problem-solving techniques
and graphic display to understand
environmental processes and trends.

.1110ME ECONOMICS - the environmental sources of
food, water, energy, shelter.

HEALTH the environmental interactions crucial
to public health' and patterns of both
infectious and metabolic disease. ,

GEOGRAPHY

1

'HISTORY -

4

Only with this ric\h' background of alternative viewpoints, from the above

subjects, and others, can a student be expected to understand the complex

workings of 'the erivironmen t,.

11
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In SCIENCE programs themselves it is particularly important to remember

how small a proportion of students go beyond basic 5econdary science

requirments: the presence of -an environmental emphasis in an advanced

course is lauddtory in its own ri ht, but may have no impact on the vaSt

,rnajority of' students.' Throughou the junior and senior high/basic programs

that most of our students e?cpe ience, there should be a heayy emphasis on

the natural history of the e vironment. In addition to the established

emphasis on the processes of science and the experimental method these

courses provide the bulk of what graduates will know about the natural

and man-made environment.

All itudents need an introdudtion to the categories of living things and

environments in the .worldr emphasizing precise knowledge and experience

of the local envir nrnent. High school courses 'should increasingly.

emphasize ,the pr cesses that- link organisms and their environments..

WithoutAavis o attend speCialized courses, our graduates should-, be as-`4i

.w he inevitable I.29otnerang effect of environmental interactions
L

.-- as f. iiiar' -with the retarn of a "waste" thought to have been thrown

"aw
2 S-as they are with ?he behavior 'of a labor tory balance.

Gfial (1) includes mfri's, inteirelationship with environmnt: his effects

on it and its .effe;cts 'on.,hirn. Even, if the most' excellent natural history

and ecology ribeing taught throughout a secondary science program, an

essential part of the goal is not being realized If no ,attention is given

4

18
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A

in science courses to man's institutions and history of environmental

interaction. Our processes of food, energy, and 'materials gathering must

be introduced as comparable in kind if .not in cale and not always in

intent, to those of other-organIsms.

An argument might be' raised that such a view, of man-in-nature does

injustice to, a more noble view .of mankind. But such a view in no way needs

to imply that a man 4s only subject to nature insthe.sami manner As other

organisms. Indeed, there would be no point in env1ronmen4a1 education

at all if rpan had no superior consciousness_ or ability to vglue, care,

and effect purposeful change.t It is because of man's unique attributes

,that we rnuSt go beyond Goal (l) to reach Goals (2) through (4). yor these

goils to be comprehensible, however, requires that a student be familiar

with the physical terms of human survival, just as this is essentIal

the understanding of any other. species.

Important contributids can be made by a specialty or advance51 course In

environmental studies . A full discussion of such a course can be found

in Sectioh VII.

(B) INTERDISCIPLINARY COORDINATION

When a group of teachers.at a grade level realize the full potential

the time in which they see the same student by sharing a 'subject mailer
.

focus, the student is frequently startled into awareness that
1

something

pretty, important is going orr. The mere fact that adults have taken timeI.

1

A



o Man and complement each other's activities in order to convert better

understanding inay create an added respect and attentiveness In the studeWt.

The very nature of the environment, particularly including Iman's role,

demands interdisciplinary awareness .in orckr to achieve understanding.

Where a pair or larger team of teachers find 'an area of common Interest

and importance in their various caurses,,#all encouragement andippportunity
.

need to be given them to plan for coordination. Even a single day, so

planned, can have a lasting irnpact.on the student.

.

Imagine a ninth grader stumbling into a week in which:

,e

'HISTORY studies the great Middle Eastern
civilizations, while...

GEOGRAPHY stticlies the importance, of
river flooding anetcipsoil
fertility, while...

SCIENtE studies th'e role of- oil
nutrients In plant growt6,
while...

tIOME ECONOMICS- studies thet role of
grains'in the hurnan

c'

-,

with each teacher drawing, examples from
'the others -- perhaps gathering. in phe

ilocatOn for a joint viewl.ng of a-.
documentary an the rNi le.

v- Such connections 'should never be forced inta a curriculum but review

of a grade level program almost always reveals opportune occasions, whether

a single day or -a full semester, In which various clatses can .work



deepen understanding of each other's content and pack a great impact.

The perVasivene of environmental problems and phenomena produces more/.
/ opportunities fo such an approath than could-ever fully be utilized.

(C) ENERGY EDUCATION

In recent years we have discovered that taking energy for- granted has

placed us in an embarrassing, if not downright threatening, position:

living as though fuel supplies were inirnite while watching t*n decline
. .

'daily. In response, effOrtshave been made to incorporate. energy education
. .

into all school programs. This area continues to deserve special

attention, in part simply to see where we have arrived and determine the

necessary next steps.

As pervasive as erriironment 'is,. so is energy: it is the Currency of all

envlronmental interactiOns. Note that it is not the erid or substance ;of

the interactions, only the currepcy. All enVirotii4ntal, social, economic,

and political questions have energy iMplications and vice versa. The

healih and stability of our frtudents' communities and job futtires depend

on decisions involving ene gy. Myths about energy can only, lead to

disaster.

It Is clearly -not sufficient to .restrict energy eduCatio'n to advanced

science courses when what is most needed is an energy-literate public,

most of whom will never take an advanced scIente course. We .need to
. .



evaluate whether or not energy concepts are. well integrated into basic

courses taken. by all,students.. The most important concepts fall into three -

areas:

(1) The Laws of Efl1rgy Behavior

These must be ta ibt simOly, largely
by experience and exaMple, rather than
at the .level of college physics. Their
usefulness for thefl general student is to
bring home such ideas as the inevita-
bility of \heat loss from, any house, along
with the \corresponding opportunities for
energy, codtervation through insulation.

(2) The Proper ,,Use of Energy Units

Energy units peed to become as
familiar as any ottler measurement units.
Our students, not -`to 'mention ourselves-,
are increasingly Involved in under-
standing utility bilis, appliance
efficiency ratings,: eVen the ehergy
effectiveness of solar-assist water
heating -- all activities that depend on
proper use of energy units.

I.
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(3) Energy/System4Thinkingi .

Because energy is nvolVed in
every event, understanding its role can
.help us resolve the complexity of our, :
world into fortns we can better under-
stand:. Energy/Systems thinking is a
.method of bookkeeping ,to 'avoid over-
Fooking 'the obv-ious, All eVents, -
operations, happenings (machines, 'homes,
schools, industries) organisms...) can be
diagrammed as follows: .

AC
t ENERGY .--47 ENERGY

PRODUCT
1111ATERIi4,S , WASTES

Then the following questions can be asked:

What e the INPUTS from. the_SURROUNDINGSZ .N
What a e the operations in the SYSTEM?
Whit a e the OUTPUTS to the SURROUNDINGS? I
What are the other SYSTEMS required to N
provide the INPUTS and to. handle the G
OUTP,UTS? S

There is an obvious major role for these toOics in all SCIENC.E classes. .

Equally important, hoWever, is the introduCtion of energy concepts and

use of energy units in a kvariety of other subject areas.. *Any course that
I

touches on the. variety :of lifestyles found around the world, both present

and past, for instance, inescapably touches on energy use. On this .basis

alone energy is important in GEOGRAPHY,-HISTORY, HOME ECONOMICS; DRIVER

EDUCATION, FOREIGN LANGUAGE. Even, more irtiportant in energy education is

the role of school operation itself. In school, students daily observe'

habits and policies affecting energy use. 'this topic will be treated in

Section VI.
.

"
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(D) FIELD TRIPS
4It Is also essential, in, meeting Goal' (1), to involve students in an

awareness of their world, the world happening around them. Outdoor

Education traditionally accomplishes part of MI and will be discussed

in de nder Goal (2) where it Is also of prime importance. Community

field trips are the other, principal method for investigating the immediate.

SURROUNDINGS.

Knowing how our: environment works Includes'.knowing the industries and

institutions that are sqch a major part of making it work for us. Our

students must be encouraged to open their eyes and ears -and to inquire,

what is going on out there!? Somewhere in a secondary program each

student needs contact with each of the- important institutions that process

and produce our energy, food, material loods, services. This means getting

out to the farm, the industrial assembly plant', food processing.. plant,

transportation facility, power plant and others.

We too frequently allow sheer size to alienate us from the institutions

We depend on most heavily. Most of thesespublic and private giants have

realized ihat we will gilt nowhere- without knowing each other -- that

ignorance only breeds distrust and leads, to the wrong , questions, while

knowledge, even though it may bring san-occasional thorn to an occasional

side, is preferable as a basis for interaction, planning, and legislation.

Guided tours art almost always provided through advante booking and with

thoroughly prepared students, can 'result in superb educational experientes.



Especially' useful in planning such trips Is the energylsysteMs,thiAking

described in the previous section.. With this..terminology, students can

prepare to Identify,' during aditour: 4,1

4..

INPUTS of energy. and materiils

OUTPUTS of energy. (heat)., product, and,wastes.

OPERAtIONS carried on within the.SYSTEM...

-Support SYVEMS required to provide the INPUTS

--and io haridle the OUTPUTS.

The boundary between SYSTEM auld SURROUNDINGS.

r

-

Grips or pairs of students 'might each take one aspect of the above

frameWork is the fo'cus for a sinVe investigation. All groups, can then

rely on each o her, upon returning to the classrooR, to-work 'out the full

..1) picture,. .

4

gre-tours by the teachers and discussions with guides are essential to

prepare students adequaiely. Many of the institutions_ worth touring are

so big that Maps ought to_ be made ,up 'beforehand in Order to Improve the

students' understanding during the Jour:
. .
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Sudh tr.ips are an 'encouragement to us alk; sIMply Cause, . P/'
tittib requirementi, let alo.1"ie silbject matter, tio;:lievel-op

.

wr,

of tlInningt and

interdisciplinary.

'cooperation. ,How much better ,a tour of the. Contralia coal-fired poWer,
\

plant would' 'be, for instance, if .the fdllowing group of 'teathers jointly., .

planned and carried out,..the trip and follow-up:

,NORtHWEST HIS1O1Y1,
history-of coal in Western'
WaShington

CENTRAM,
'CAREER EDUCATION: GENBRATING .0........--
electrif.lciatlon and STATION
job opportunities

ENGLISH `LITERATURE::
the H.G.-Wells short story,,
"Lord. of the Dynamos"'.

#,

.

SCIENCE: Steam-electric
generation,

.

HOME 'ECONOMIC'S: hoM77*.-'-'
to read.honie Ixtnity bills

\s. . .

MATHEMATICS: order of
magnitude \calallations-
with plant statistics

Further productive kriteraction could be achieved by providing a forum for

student-prepared ,presenktions to other' groups in--the school following

adetailed study of the institution.

,11

Finally, let us not- continue td 'overlook_the most obvious' field "trip of

all: the pchool -- as a major public institution requiring INPUTS,

proOu6ng`OUTPUTS, extending into the SURROUNDINGS, and certainly carrylpg

on 'identifiable OPERATIONS tt),Iin its Walls. More will -tie said about this

; under Goal (4), but we must familiarize ourselves and our stwdents with

how such an institution,works anc.the school all but begs to be studie'd.

No student should leave a sthool isvithout the eXperience of mapping it,

following out its envirdnmental connections, and ultimately helping in

its maintenance ati,dtimprovement as
: a result.of unlerstanding it better.

0
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(E) STATE MATEMALt

."The. Office of Environmental Education for Washington
State, Office Of Public Instruction has developed
learning activilles and strategies to meet the need for
objective and thorough information on environmental
subjects. The need for such rnformation and skills"

` 'development has grown enormously rather than diminish?
Ing ai the issuesAL.energy, land Use, water and air
quality, ecologial considerations anct population and
growth have become part of forming 'publicpolicy."

Washington State Office of Environmental Education.
1978. Time Year Plan.

. .
MATERIAL/PROGRAM

.TITL13.

1.

a

CISMS INFORMATION
BOOKLETS

ENCOUNTER WITH THE
NORTHWEST. ENVIRONMENT:

'NORTHWEST LEGACY
. .(FILM).

1000 SUNS .( FILM),

SUN DAY ENERGY WATCH
CALENDAR

;CONSERVACTION

ENERGY, FOOD, AND YOU'

AREA OF

.SPECIAL

USEFULNESS

RESOURCE MATERIAL
.

I: INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATE.GIES,,

,

I/R I R

I /.R

4.

R
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IV. Goal (2).

EXPERIENCE IN VALUING kNVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

(A), MUIJIDISCIPLINARY, VALUES EDUCATION
, a

It ..has' !became 'increasingly: Apparent that values, whatever their content,

either disappear or:.slip from milt grasp iff experience is not gaitied in

`the techniques.: 41',Identifying, dis ing, acting on, ,and respecting..thern.

The onte appealing, notron that values should be kept but of the 'Classroom.(\

thas an awesome olltcome: values end up being-kept out of life, consciously,

'

unconsciously, or haphazardly, by ttudents who never learned, how to locate

them in the first place.

The impetus behind environmental education begins with a strongly held

belief that environmental quality is Important to man not merely

*interesting. Students need an education in-environmental quality. Details

of quality may be, indeed will be Ali:cussed and. argued and even tried

,c

in the courts -- but that some,:, level of- quality is essential to human

life' is not in serious qUestion. Identifying levels of qUality implies

recognition' of values.°

:

Values education is too importanto ,and too potent to be left to any one

course* _group .of ,courses:. No teacher needs to be an expert, bat all

teachers need to bet skilled in bringing values discussions' into' their

. *In parti4ular, students are most impressed when they findclassrooMs;
5. ° .

that -yaluets _and conflicts are being, addrested in- arenas not' necetsarily:

lab%lled "values. education'." if it's important enough. to do -without a

label 'It mutt be really important...



4 , .C;-

, .

. The enthikslasm of it.teacher conveys- something 'mil , sOmething both t
,

,

undevstaod 'and 'felt by stYdents. 'For histence, the biology teacher who

boffers io 'convey to a class that living things are beautifut, among 'other

characteristics; leaves a' lasting mark oh that class . 'Stepping o t of

Ne academic mold from One to time Is refreshing -- refreshingly human

to all concerned. Likewise, the Interest df a teacher In anY values
. .,,

question, when brought sensitively, before a class teaches the lesson that.

values are Important..

r

Many envkonmental Issues are touchy, perhaps involving parents'
7

employment,, politics, or lifestyles. To avoid these issues Is to undermine

students' confidence that our system can handle dontroversy. at all, let

alone controversy in the classrodm. What teachers need to do In these,

and indeed in any values discussions, Is to' provide a carefully governed

qorum in whith a premium is placed on verifiable information,. on being

heard , and hearing 'points of view. ,' Praise mug be reserved for the

4. class *that is able to air well-researched Views in a humane manner, ..not

Insisting on consensus when consensus is clearly absent. Values

discussions worthy of the name serve only as beginnings, not as- ends in

themselves. There is 'always need for follow-yp, justs in this document

Goils (.1.) and (2) :must be followed by Goals (3) and (4). Further

iftformation is always needed further discussion, and ultimately action

based on the valuesheld.
4

An excellent technique f r preakifig down baffle/8, and tuning up ears is

to assign+ opiposite sides slf a question to students who seem to hold

respectively, the opposite, views: 'assign the pros to reararch the con

._

23
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position and deAnd It, assign the cons to do 'the reverse. Frjraise, again,

is due .the articulate presentat on of well-researched information and ideas..

rather than the particular pdsition taken,

Another effective technique is to role play actual decision making and

problem solving. Students research a problem from .sdifferent . points of

view and maintain those pointi.of viewsthrotighout a problem solving effort

acting out the necessary discussions and mediation together.

The more obvious values of importance in environmental education are

actvally quantifiable. These are the endards of environmental quility

that have measurable impact on health, safety, and survival. Our

students need to study these conditions that shape their lives in a variety

of different courses..-

I.

InHEALTH, the levels and kinds of environmental conditions that Influence

health and disease needito be studied. Infectious dlteases are clear cases

of ecological interaction, involving parasips, hosts, -competition for
k

resources.. - And of particular importapce to a modern understanding of

health are the levels at which various components of air, water, food,

or even the radiatidn. environment may stimulate systemic disc4eCs. Cancer

itself is increasidgly undstood to be a potential indicatOr of

environmental disruptioni in t ertain instances though usually a

generation too late. HEALTH courses can provideopportunIties to research,

24
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discuss ,. and' dorm decisions *about environmqnta1 health issues : befoie

..oUr. Students confront/ these Issues in rrtsunderstood headlines., tax.

allocations, ;and ballot propositions. , .

Much the same kind of role is_appropriate for both NUTRITION AND DRIVER

EDUeATION. There is no mistaking the need for certain Jevels and

combinations of nutrients in food, and this is directly, related to the

levels Of nutrient available to food organisms in the environment. Nor

is there any question that a quantifiable decrease In the number of highway

deaths accompanied a quantifiable deciease in average speed on the nation's
.

highways. The only questions here concerns the levels of time, money, and

energY that should b.e expended to attain Certain 3evels of quality :or

safety.* PrealSely because both NUTRITION and DRIVER EDUCATION are so*

irnportint in the liveS of secondary school students.'and. beds* they both.

deal ,with day-to-day lifestyle decirsioris, they are given extensive

- treatment under Goal (3).

There is another realm of values assigned entirely on the basis of

areticappreciations certain conditions are pleasing to look at 'Or

it in, while others offend the- snsibilitIel. These values, thoull

impossible to quantify, ar2 every blt as important for hu an welfare..

The. negd to recognize and cultivate them arises out of th slipPery area

of human uniqueness referred to in Section I. Lizirds, after all, can

become infected or malnourished., but seldom shfer from limits placed on
,

their creative oixeresslo:
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Ail the ARTS, including visuil and performing, along with LITERATURtand

WRITING play.crufial roles in doveloping conc tions 'of italue. Excellince .

in art *always inyopes the recognition of values, often the successful

coordination ofjotherwise.conflicting values, Students, throuih the ARTS,

need to know' that there are aesthetic'-values .-- not because they all
need to develop.. Identical lalues, far- froln.it, -- but becaUse they need

/4'to be conscioui of ,, their own as ,theylemerge. Only thus can they develop
4

their own talents and aspirationso 4et alone respea those of others..

Aestheti*/c appreciation provided the seed from which all modern

environmental consciou ness grew. What made early headlines were stories

of some perceived value, some form of beauty at least In the eyes of some,
\being threatened, 'altered, or destroyed. And it Is in the enhancement-

,

of perception that the ARTS can principally aid environmental eduration.

The: ,environfrient., once perceived, once experienced, generally gives rise

Wstrongly held values. But perception -does..:not. come. as 'naturally as

we might like.. , frequently what .is beit perceived is that which is.in the

..prOcess of being sketchedi or sculpted, .or photographed, 'or narrated,:or

.portrayed in dance or. music. The act of creation, In responss tcr what

has been or Is -being experienced: In the environment, sharpens and guides

awareness of that environment.

-.(B) INTERDISCIkLINARtt COORDINATION

Many of the issues exposed in environmental education fairly beg for a
.

truly interdisciplinary .va,kues assessment. A problem, of quantifiable

values IN nutrition, for inStance, might best be studied in the *following

coordinated program f r as ittle as a day or 'as long.as a week:

26 - $2
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HOME ECONOMICS:
sugar costs

-11*

HISTORY: value PER CAPITA U
of sugar as,a cash OF SUGAR
crdp

CAREER EDUCATION:
relations between sugar prices

. a n d job ayallabill y'in food . IP.
processing

kir 4

NUTRITION: Calorie intake

PHYSIOLOGY: levels of blood
E sugar

SCIENCE: energy intensity
of sugar relining

As eiriliane'.d-{ interdisciplinary involvement with aesthetic values the

planned introduction of techniques of the ARTS and art appreciation into
,

other subject. areas is always''productive. One only has to look .at the
ft

° drawings of the early naturalists or photographs takeri by contemporary.

scientists to discover how important aesthetic motivation can be in

SCIENCE, for itlistance. Grade level teams or pairs, as in a BIOLOGY teacher

conducting vertebrate dissection and an ART teacher conducting diLawing

classes using skeleton models, need to find points of Common interest.

Simply'the sight of an ART teacher visiotink lab, or vise versa,

C:

in order to appreciate the work going, on and perhaps contribute to it

conveys a,heightened sense of value to the student.

It would be possible. to sink the already, burdened educational ship

values discussions going on in every' corner a school eyery day.
,

Grade-level planning Is essential ;o ensure\ithat intensity of discussion

in one area or during one' week, for example, is balanced by more

traditional study in other areas and other .tiimes. But .it is safe . to say

that *Ay ehhancrent of values, education In a scbool, encouraging a

climate of investigation, discussion, and concern,, will have great benefit

for ft student's ability to understand complex environmental issues.

's "
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OUTDOOR *EDUCATION

Especially .important in developing a valuing sense (or a sense of value)

'Is a. student'S experience with outdoor education. If a student escapes

such experience entirely, then the leison is that the natural environment

Is of little value,. unimportant. If the outdoor experience is 'isolated,

not .connocted to the rest of the program, and is too intensely focused
.

on learning a specific setô skills, then an already sensitized student

may benefit, but the rest may, find the outdoors to be at best a lark -t
wor t a rainy nuis'ence.

What is heeded, and there is thankfully much precedent for) it in WashingtOn

State, is a sensitive, integrated \program In the outdoors -- really a

series of excursions, spaced throueout the secondary years. In these

programs value's are conveyed thgt are not only directly related .to the
i

elhvironment, but that also foster a- sense of competence and of belonging,\
Ito a larger world -- very important to an adolesce . Such programs are

, vital to nature study itself,, of course but what /goes on between the
i

lines, on that wa),k back from the study site or %ten the eyes are lifted

for a moment from the handlens, leaves the most important and lasting

Impact on ye .student. Actions In . the outdoors have immediate, visible

relationshiris to the enviOnrnent. Things :that a* done and that are not

done and their obserVable effects, convey what is important about the. ,

'envircinment better than any text or film possibly could. 0
\ . A
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Personnel can make or break outdoor education. Id the otrtdoors students

look even moresintently for guidance and example than they do In the

confines' of the school, especially those for whom there Is no family

experience of the outdoors. Trte staff and teachers coordinating the

program, therefore, must be skilled not only in achieving the specific

aimsl of the experience, but In creating quiet,,,unapprehensiVe time In which

the voice Of the environment can work its war into the .generally cluttered .

consciousnoess of the adolescent.

The urgent need for such experiences for our youth'is., in part, a measure

of how isolated we have become from our environment. But the eagerness
1

and joy of students who are successfully introduced to the outdoors is

equally a measure of how strong our ties to the natural world really are,

how close our natural springs of appreciation and empathy are to the

surface..

1
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Cispus Environmental Learning Center In 'the Cascades is a superb model
. ,

of what 'an' oUtdoor center can be and has for years fostered programs In
(' 2

divrse subject areas as well as the "hard", endironment sciencet. The
,

'v.* 'a
more courses ,that. can eventually find ways .to utilize ceoters moth as

Cispus, the State Parks, and others, the betteOrwill lessons be learned

ab&ut environmental quality and the nature of %fillies.

(D) STATE MATERIALS

"The quality of human life Is determined
to a 'large extent by the capacity to
understand the essential uses as well as
the limitations of one's environment."

Tony Angell, Supervisor, Environmental
ducation Programs, Northwest Section.

Washingtontate Office of Environmental
Education. Encounter with the Northwest
Environment

7e,
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MATER1AL/PROGRAM
TITLE-

CISPUS ENVIRONMENTAL
- LEARNING CENTER

CISPUS INFORMATION
BOOKLETS

ENCOUNTER., WITH THE
NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENT..

NORTHWEST LEGACY;
(FILM)

1000. SUNS (FILM)

SUN DAY ENERGY
WATCH CALENDAR

CONSERVACTION

-4NIRGY, FOOD, AND YOU

TRAFFIC iAFETY-
FUEL CONSERVATION

I/R/S

I/R

STATE PARKS
ENVIRONMENTAL
LEARNING-GENTERS-.

'AREA OF

SPECIAL

USEFULNESS

R: RESOURCE MATERIAL.

I: INSTRUCTIONAL
1 STRATEGIES

INSTRUCTIONAL
' SITE
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V. Goal ( )-

EXPERIENCE IN HOW .PER NAL 'CHOICES. AND ACTIONS

PECT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY'

.
(A) A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO COMMITMENT

Valueswithoutl actions to support them, Might just as well no,t exist. But

--it is not Immediately obvious that secondary school students havie

sufficient control over their own lives to act on behalf of strongly. held

environmental values in more than a .few instances. Their lifestiles and

corresponding environmental impacts are largely determined for them. The

secondary scilool experience, however, can and should pkvide opportunities

to, develop awarenesS of the .impoitane of commitment, of the cholcy

that determine a lifestyle, and -of; those reas in which attidents actuallY

.
ain: make personalchoices -and See positive nvironmental..retults.'

1.

Goal (3) rests on the premise that self-inte est and the actions that

follow, self-interest can benefit enyiron ntal quality: that

environmental quality at least in the immedia .surrounding is a

major personal concern. goal (1) may .be achieved rough study of oithe

larger environment, Goal (4) .strespes
I

group cooperation even the values
.I. '

developed in athieving Goal (2) may ' be based on tee ingly lofty;
.te

.dIsinterested ideals.- But Goal (3) requires self -centered cus,. with

.. one eye on the surrounding e_nvironment.

"
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No course ought to have a monopoly on commitnient edudation"--- 'the study

Of what it means to lead a committed life *--* but the HUMANITIES offer

excreirent opportunities* The HUMANITIES, HISTORY and LITERATURE all are .

concerneti with vital personal choices: commitment, or lack: of it, is

generally what is..worth writing about and what moves grea4 figures in
. ,

history, These courses need to bring ti/e skills of commitment, personal
.

choice, and principled action home to the- students' own lives as well,.
Y

to avoid the implication that such acts are reserved .for figures in tiefy

or fiction -- that real people either can't or needn't bother. An Issue

important in the life of the school or its community can be selectel

study in parallel with the main subject of the course, and students can

be guided through a sequence of identification of values at ,stake,

discussion, \ and encouragement to ict on the basis "of Values: A student

ought to be impressed, for instance; not only with Huck Finn's internal .

debate over whether or not to turn in his friend Jim but with the studentri-
,

own responsibility, to act on° behalf Of new 'students at school to make them

feel welcome an'il at home.

SCIENCE courses can also provide forums. for the assessment 'of, personal. .

chdicee, actions, and, extrapolated effects., ttudents mighi do\anvinitial

inventory .of-'habits that have suspected impact' on the environment, as-,-In

. the simple heglect of a leaky faucet at home. Without .at first Ainging
. .

the status cipo they can take simple baseline measurements, for 'it)stancei

of daily water needs, water use, and . water waste. Reasearch and stiltiit

should proceed concurrently on the geologic, meteorologic, andeengineering
4 .1

aspects of the community's water supply.

39
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Rather than stop here, howtdver, the connection needs to be mad. that

particular Water use patterns imply, .or are the result of, particular

values, These values, perhaps regarding the importance of water quality, A,

should.be identified through class discussion. Then, with all the research

InfOrmation at 'hand and with a consciousness of the' values at work,

students can aisess the impact of their ovin behaviors on the envirOnment.

What might be the impact of changes in t4ir behayl'oris? What chanrs in.'

values mights.be necessary to achieve variotn behavior chapges? What would
Or.

be the impact on' the' environment, as in the...Water sutpply, if everyone

aSsumed the values of aparticular student and acted. accordingly?

In any such'.discussion it is essential tt plan for conscious action', either.
,

to maintain current behavior or to change- it. Schedules for reporting
. .

progress might be set so that only brief reviews are necessary. during

future class time, perhaps no more than updating a bulletin board.

Lifject matter of HEALTH is always closely related to pqrsonal.actions

and their`outcomes... This' concern needs to be extended to' how the-
.

- individual affects illmediate environmental quality.. A unit on smoking,

,tor- example, nedds to go beyond the physioiogy of nicotine and carbon

monoxfae to expilore- envirionrnental ramifications. What are -the effects

of smoking on 'the he4,1th of non smokers frecpiefititly friends and loved

Orfts who share ,thfi immediate environment? Wha,t_ are the effectS of

tobacco farming on the competition for.% prime., agricultural land and the

price of food? Similar'questions can be raispd and ,explored with regard

/
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to Thany other health phenomena over whfchstudents have some cdni).ol and

; .
which afifect the studentli immedia enYironment. Again, the valbes that

Vs;

O.-

guide siudent .actions ailsd th results* of th&se actions need to

clarified, discussed, made conscious.-

In HOME 'AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION the primary.. need is to foster

'aunderstânding, caring, and common sense. sin" .young adults. Fatiiii4 size
4` '

p1IIing,r while of utmost importance to the environgnent, is an issue That

should be approached from the need-for wanted chadren and for the skills

th41 build sound, loving rellionships within families. As a background

for family plannimg decisions, our students need to be familiar with

population trends in our region; nation, and the world, in order to

understand corresponding trends in near-ternn job availability, housfngi
markets, foOd prices, mid environmental quality..

The decision of where to ltve, especially in relation to place, of work,

has enormous environmental quality implications -- since easily half of

a famkly's energy kudgea can be devoted to transportation, depending on.

Commuting distances. Also, impOttant ire consumer product.choicei,

decisions based on convenience, habit, -cost, "are also decisions about
14,

environmental quality -- toyer prkaging, for instance, may have a direct

effect on the family's iMmediate environment) if it requires that tAe,

municipal dump expand *Hitt up to the baq fence. Discussionto be taken

home and arried on with -the student's own family dan -lead to excellent
1

opportOhities fen. 'the student to aid in environmentallyt conicious decision



18) itiTERDiSCIPLINARY ,COOILDINATION

Int disciplinary coordination .-can tnake the process of 'personal decision.7

making More int se and, in the etid, better balanced.:- If family size-

itself were tak n as an issile, tor instance, ,the HOME Alivp. FAMILY LIFE

educator mighty act as coordinator for : a week spent studying the issue

from the/Points of view of these various subject areas:

HISTORY: howajor
events have affected family
size choices

LITER'ATURE: autobiographical
accounts.from different family
situations

MATHEMATICS: the nature of
cOmg.ound interest

4:

HOME AND FAMILY LIFEAs
the need for wanted children

FAMILY . -

-SIZE. NOLOGY: human reproduction' .

V-- and its control

CURRENT EVENTS:
population .grovith issues

The point of such a weeki- not to. graduate a class .of. same-sized

families... rather, it is to encourage Conscious decisions Tegarding this:

Issue, whether in -the end they are based on religious or moral precepts

or sorice other group of' values. Thet best thingothat could 'result would

be to graduate a, class that believes -family size is something worth talking

about and that kne4s. how -to, continue the discussion...
Or

.As was mentioned under Goal (2), interdisciplinary coordination thrugh

grade-level teams 'Is essential to ensure that a balance Is struck.

Secondary students should not be sent reeling froM one week to another

fin Avhich every course is attempting to develop..conscious personal

36
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decisions! The timing and emphIsis of the various courses during any givery

year are Important and should be planned beforehand, adjysted .as necessary'

during the year.

(C) FOOD' SYSTEM 'EDUCATION

ft.

A sebject area that looms large 'in the lives of secondary students and

is crucial to environmental education is food. A revolutiorr In NUTRITION

and HOME EtONOMICS education, to achieve better understanding of food and

its provision, will have enormous benefit for envitronmental education.
. .

kThe scope of f od education' Is defined)and bounded by our food Itself:

it extends fror the purely physiblogical aspects of nutrition, to the

impact of food packaging materials on economy and environment in Washington

State, to the relationship between grain, trade and politiAl stability

among the world's nations. It is essential that our secondary programs

graduate studentts -who know where their food comes from and how it gets.

from there to the table.

'Study ,of food and its environinental relationthipi is especially useful

in achieving Coal (3) because it provides extensive opportunities for

decision making and expeHmentation with personal choice. Students can

'evaluate their own 'food habits\, concurrent with an introduction to any

bipart of the subject, whether it be nutrition or tvorld supply patterns.

They can. continue by pursuing the origins oetheir own fooil choices and\ * , .of Veil' family's chalces. To what extent is tradition involved? To what

extent it food industry advertising Involved?
0



There are two avenues along which to explore self-interests good health

from..-good. nutrition, anti .envIronmental/econdmic .health frorha good,,

. .agriciilture arid:marketing.. Nutritional .standards exist, even though-they

are Incomplete; against which to evaluate food habits. And

environmental/economic . impacts,of agricultural and marketing practices

tcan be evaluitec tiling a number of different measures: efficiency of.

energy use,, stability of soil quality and. Water 1,supply, a allability ot
i .

jobs in agriculture and.support industries,.Istahlity. 'of prices-.

The beauty of the subject is in part. that ,students can dial simultaneously

with the most abstriCt extrapolations -- how their food choices affect

world oil! reserves -- and the most immediate, . personal skills -- the'y

. can grow and prepare some of their own food. The aim of both these
I

extremes is 'to empower students to take control over a .vital aspect of

their own lives while at. the same time raisin& their consCioUsness about

the nit-too-distant connections between their actions and f rces at work

in the larger/World. That is good environmental education.

(D). .TRANSPORTATION 1.DUCATION

Similarly immediate in the .lives -of .adolescents, particularly 'sigh school, .

students, is transportatio4 And transportation decisions have a simil-ar

gree of impict.;on.the. environment.. .-In some districts.it may.,be possible
i A

to e1arge. the-scope sof the existing DRIVER EDUCATION courSe to include'

a wi-d r *. subject area .7 -:transportatiqn education.. In. many distri ts it
.may tt most prOductive tosdevelop an interdiciplinary program coordiliated '

f.'

..throus0 the DRIVER EDUCATION coOrse.

.
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Just as with food, the automobile defines its own subject boundari4s.

They tange from the safety engineering of a particular design, to the
0

'impact of transportation alternatives .on the economy and environment of

Washington State, to the relationship between oil imports and political

stability' among the world's nations. Our students should graduate knowing

where their automobiles -- that is, _their aluminum, steel, glass, plastic,

oil gasoline come,from and where they go, to;

Students can evaluate the impact of transportation choices on their

immediate...surroundings. To what extent has transportation been planned In

their community? To what extent is the automobile important in their lives

beyond its transportation function -- as an' economic entity, legal

entity, symbolic entity? To what extent are their feelings and choices

with regard to-transportation related to advertising peer pressure, the

availability of alternatives? Given our heavy dependence on the

automobile, to what extent can .changed driving habits alone effect

significant fuel conservation and safety improvement,

The autoMobile is so invblved in the symbolic life of adolescents that

evapating IsSues of self-interest and environmental quality may be

'diffic But an extremely important contribution claN be made simply
. ..

by the inclusion of other transportation iechnologis in any course that

deals, Iliith the automobile: basic training in the use of local mass
i ./

transit car pooling bicycling. Sufficierit interest might lead to 't e



Vormation, from,w(Ithih a DRIVER EDUCATION course, of school campaigns
44

to promote observance of the 90 kph speed limit, use of public transit

wagging, and limitation of schtol parking to carpools.

(E) CAREER EDUCATION

Self-interest operates. particularly strongly in the later years RI high

school .when careers 'receive serious attention. In the early years of

environmental education it was assumed the major impact of environmental

\ consciousness on jobs futures would be in the opening of numbers of jobs

in environmental fields. Such. possibilities do exist, have, increased,

and tieServe a part in any CAREER EDUCATION program. But the maturing of

environmental concerns has led to a more important emphasis: the

availability of jobs iri general and the position of work in society.

The energy crunch, in particular, has drawn attention to a disturbing

relationship between inereased energy use (especially el trical) and

'availability of jobs. The conventional wisdom.that more energ means more

jobs simply does not always -hold true. !litany kinds of modern ,technology

have eliminated more jobs than they have created, either by the replacement

of people 'by machines or by the limitation of further capitaNnvestment.
,

It is miseduq4tion to counsel our. students -about jobs as thoygh the

conventional energy wisdom were alway4 true, or as though population

patterns were not shifting, or as though O.P.g..c. did not exist. Likewise,

our students need to knowit'ilat there is a great increase 'in'investment



to Aresearch, de elop, a d market innovat,ive energy/envirovrnent

technologies. S all. scale solar heating industries, for insIance, are

springing up in ery region of the country and are by their very nature
\.

labor-intensive r ther than au ated.

A return to a, ore labor-intensive society-is perhaps the most important

trend that our tudents need fo understand. Work itself has been demeaned

in our and o r *students' eyes ign part 'because of the displacement of

craftsmanship y repetitive, dehumanizing tasks. We need-to educate that

a return to labor-intensive economy is not a retreat to some
precivilized st te.,, but a step forw-ar.d. Our ingenuity is qhallenged anew

to makethe aintenance tasks of \life in a complex, urbanized society

compatible wi h human dignity. We will all benefit from technologies that

make work its If as satisfying and humanizi g as leisur'e time activities.'"

.In CA'REER EDpCATION and in school o eration itself, respect and praise

need to. be focused on examples of crafts anship and skilled main:tenance.

. The small business, emphasiiing pride in, product 'or service needs as much

atteption as do the various professions traditirnally esteemed in society.

An important outcome of the maturing of enviconmental concern. Ove.r. the
1

last decade has been the realization that free e terprise, . involving

small< firms that Offer quality in work environmekt,' timan 'relations, and

environmental interaction, is absolutely consonAt with high standardv

,
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Human ingenuity can do much better than to writ us all out of work.

Incorporatitig environmental awareness into CAREER EPUCITION can go far

toward directing that ingenuity in cha9nels that enhance our /students'

Ower over their own fu'ture and over the quality of the enviro6ients in

whirl) they will live.

(F) STATE INKTERIALS
4

4
...once students' understand thenefficiencyII

of our present use of energy, they will, b gin
to see thht conservation offers unlit)? ted
qpportunities for expression and ingenuit ."

Tony Angell and Chris Porrson. 1977.
Energy, Food, and You . , nshington State
Office. of Environmental Education

..
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VI. Goal (4)

EXPERIENCE IN METHODS OP

ENACTING COMMUNITY' RESPONSIBILITY

(A) A MULTIDISCIPLMARY APPROICH
I I ,

Community consciousness combined with the skills necessary to maintain

self-government is the substance of Gpal (4). IS has always been 'an

acknowledged function of American public education. But against a

background of increasing governmental size, centralization of policy

making, and general lack of enthusiasm for the process, time-consuming

as it is, teachers and students have lost sight of the goal. Envirtpnm'ental

education cannot be complete/without it.

Oyr students must gain entusiasm for the grassroots politiCal process,

and be empowered to affect their own lives and the quality of their own

Ienvironment through government institutions -- their govern-mental

institutions. They must graduate wit a conceptiotk of the value .of, public

involVement and with experience in that involvement.--...,,

There is need for a revitalization of education in all aspects of community

function and political process. GOVERNMENT courses are essential for all

our students, who need to be familiar with how represeAation is affected,

how an idea lilecomes a bill or an initiative 'how a bill becomes a law,

)1.
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and how smaller' omrnunities determine needs and govern. .Idelly all should,

graduate abte 'to describe the drama (that crccurs da in rppia as well

as they might:describe Hamlet .
"

It is important that government be .studIed 'process r)ather than in. the

abstract. Like any complex 'game with many players is best learned as

the plfw is followed, not by pouring len esslyi over the rkiles. Thus,..
!

issues .of current interest need to- be f Rowed as they , 'arisc in the

local ,tommunity, Stateb Legislature, or Washington, D.C. Environmental

issues make prime topics of study. But other than the obvious advantage In,

. increasing environmental awareness, it is just as beneficial to study any
f ,

community is ue. Thi skill of government is learned in any case what.'
,

ever the cont t at hand.

9

Educators in all departments should be encouraged to biing before their
1

classes any jegislative or communiV issue that touches on their subject

matter. A study of modea:n genetics in BIOLOGY, for exampl%could,hardly

be complete without discussing the involvement of government, at various

levels, in ,attempts to regulate eigierimentation with recombinant DNA. \

There'is an important Values education at work here: students l)arn that \
government is vital when a teacher brings 'up governmental Issues in a

novei,,context'-- n'ot because this is GONERNM NT class but because of the

inherent significancepf the issues.

1'
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(B) AvINTERDISC

'An Interdisciplinar

very best edtkati

vyry much alive I

possible legislati

educate students

at a grade level

GOVERNMENT:
the initiative

ARY COORDINATION

approaCh to .a. local environmental issue may be the

nal tool fd community skills eduCation. An example

Washington State in 1979 related to actions regarding

n for returnable beverage containers. How belter to

th4in by devoting a fweek to carefully coordinated study .
kir

along the'following lines:

tnergy lovolved
rocess _ P in contain& manufacture,

RETURNABLE recycling reuse.
NORTHWEST UDIES:
development f the
aluminum ind stry in
he Northwe t

.1

CURRENT VENTS:
current de elopments

BEVERAGE .

CONTAINER elsi HOME .ECONOMICS: costs.
LEGISLATION of cOntainer alternatives

EDUCAT14N: jobs
in the cpntainer and recycling
inbistries.,

Where s ch continuity Is 'possible it would be even more. productive to

esithbli h a week of follow-up in the subceeding year during which the issue

can studied again with all intervening\developments taken into account.

) REGIONAL S

An invaluable prtunity for achievihg environmental and COMMUNITY

EitCATIONAoals is the PACIFIC NORT WEST STUDI7 course. Ali too

'frequent taken as just ,another pesky cr dit nece`ssa for graduation,

PAC C NORTAEST STUDIES Is the obvious forum for regional education' aimed

\ 1.

v developing true regionalAnsciousness.

A

.1

.t

. .
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s\. Our re.gkon consists of interlocking ecosystems, .each requiring cooPerativo
1

nd'environmentally sound management in order to produce benefits and
\ i

perlketuatet The good health of-the region. '' This iS the essential background

against which all regLonal government must be carried out.
.1 ,, .

. Regional Stidies.programs.need to study' the .history ancl future of regional
\

self-sufficien4 based on wise resource management. This concept has, , .\ , .

stirhulated many\ cif the most creative efforts to achieve energy' and
,

. materials Conservaihm. It has as its aim not .a closed-door provincialism,\ ri
but a healthy indepence in oeder to enhance quality' of bib-, stabilize

. , ..

the economic climate, 'iRd promote environmental qU'ality. Significant
..

- . \, ,

conservAation options exist ey ry time some element of our economy' can be
. .

provVed internally rather .than t' long distance-.

-.Students tiWill-'1:14 study our regioil\ and its subunits with particular

emphasis on the decisibn-making centers'that determine its future. Energy

planning, agricultural .land, preservation, conflicts over use of Columbia

River water all these have a. serious effect on environmental) quality

and all provide excellent opportunities for students to Study community

and gOvernmentai processes.

,(D) kH0OL OPERATION

Beyond' infusing traditional classroom approacheS with environniental and

regional: 6onsciousness, it is of utmos,t importance to educate toward Goal

(4) by example: the school itself must provide for and encourage

participation by ii students in decision making, policy sOting.processfs. ,
Ci
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ecyCling, reuse, and energy conser'yation programs ,;,---develoRed and run

'by -st6dents .should n accepte&,part of ll %schools' daily operation..
\

Careful coordination is, required to 'involve e-atrk4rly .Audents: as possible
#

in a meaningful Way' in these programs ,Teacherliper..,/.sion is essential,

but mudh of .the coOrdipation.can be carried out';',6y1.teams of students.

This- is an. important. 4rea of involVement for any ;adVanced enyironmental

class, as will be disgussed in Section VII. ',Beside the obiiious

environmental and economid'gains such programs can.achieve, the educational

Aoal is to model and carry out cooperative planning, deckion making,- and

act.ion.. Our student's desperately need such 1model, of. effective,

responsible citizen action. ,

4

(i) .63MMUNITY EDUCATION

Nt is al'so important to turn outwai.d, that is to involve students directly.

the local community.. The content of wtcatever program achieves -ttfis

community extension matters little ..conipared to the quality of the

- interaction between students, community leadlrs, and citizens. A

schoollenerated recyling noirarri, student-run home energy checks, aclual

studeht iinstallation of.. insulation or weather.stripping, or simply -an

informational program' put on.' by, students ihvolving community

representatives -- all these wquld serile this goal. The. Office of

Community .Education in the .Superiltendent of Public Instructions Office in

Itlympia",existt in order to foter community-school interaction and can

provide. descriptions. of many exemplary prOgrams.

VV.
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Environmental education is best served when students actually participate
..

in . workings of localgOvernmen:_t. 'They ned to be, inside the legislative
.

6 .
7

chambers,:mayor's offiCei courtrooms, campaihri head4uarters -- these are

:the110atorny'and naktural history Of their democracy. It would be sad Indeed

If an: itkoinplete: apkoach to' environmental. educationiin, Our Schools. led
. .

'AO A generatiOn of students who cbuld easily identify members of the local

3....sauna., but who'.had.,never 'seen the mayor face-to-face. According to the
,

f'definition;and,go4ls fOr" environmental education presented in this document
4

... tbat would Constitute a.iwailure.
. ..

. .

.-: ,..,... .4' i -.. -- - , - . . .......

t

t sTAis MATERIALS,

, 1

-

.."Educatiot c,C6,rries fa burdeh in this society
for creating a.. hi h. leyel of 'public comple-
tency. tliT7ctly. transdated, this implies an

ational eperience that provi4e$ citi4eni
p tan intelligently participate .in, deter-
ing what: kind of :life to live and accept

e' reiponsib.ility'-for the consequebceS of'
kiecisjons.",.

. 4

DaVick.X. Kennedy, °Office Of tinvironmenta1
Ecit.tdr.fion..4,JOhn C. Jones, Energy.and Man's
Environment'. .1974. "The 'Point Of 4nflec--..
tion;, Great Oppoftunities toisgUised.. as
Energy Ptoblems. ,

f
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t
VII. THE ROLE, OP

'AN EN1 ONMENTAI. TUDIES COURSE

a

iNVIRbNMENTAL STUDIES course provides a wonderful edueational

opportunity for students .and teacher(s) within a secondary education
program. Its structure, whatever Ilepartment(s) it is offered by, should 1

f

be designed to meet all four of the environmental education goals presented

in this document.

Placement of the courslieserves careful attention'. The greatest Value

can be realized by makinkit available to students who have completed their

basic science' courses. In-depth. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES require this

background, because the environmental sciences are synthetic sciences that

depend on the Information and technique of the basic sciences. A premature .

study of" ecology, for example is mades' very difficult if It ._has not been .

preceded by 'basic' BIOLOGY for the course to be worthwhile, a major

amount of its.time must be given over to teaching the biological concepts

that might be better learned in a more . general context. And if the"

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES course is offered to advanced students, these

students can, develop ti,* sophistication needed to be an important component

of the school's entire en ironmental education prograth.

An advanced class provides an, \excellent forum for values disclissions --/

Goal (2) -- pgcisely because te students hare the beickground needed to

gather detailed information from\ many sources -- Goal (I) -- and can take

J '

11' 4111-



thtime for 6.! II discussion. To`' meet Goal (3) the students need to study

and experiment with personal environmental alternatives: models need to

be built, installations and homes visited, local opportunities unearthed

and innwators heard. Global issues need study, but more important is

experience wit!) the related issues that involve the student, school, and

community,directly GOal
I

It Is an important. lesson that knowledge bears with it certain

responsibilities: to be privileged to take an ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES course

requires that a contribution be made to the level Of awareness "and of

environmental qualitY in the school and community. Some protions should

be made for ,advancelj students, to organize and maintain a school/community

recycling program, a school energy inventory, a 'comtnunity environmental

newsletter,, or some similar effort. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES students would

be exeillent aides in carrying out a portion of the envirohmental education .

review called for In this very document: they could do much of-the legwork

to instre that all educators are appraised of environmental ,education
,iv""%k

needs, distribute materials, and provide special expertisl/ ffr Improving
i Vs

the continuity of programs between the grades and various s4o9ls in a

district; , The time taken from the ordinary content of such a course to
,

extend this" service to all members of the school Atinmunit:Sk will pay offs.

Imany times over in the basic lessons learned in environmental
1 and'community

responsibility.



IA) WHEN IS EtUGH, ENOUGH?!
1

Are we talking ebout turning secondary education inside out? Are we
tI

talking abou hding much time In the, wood and the courtroom that

te classroOnn stays empty? Are we talking about o muchinterdisciplinary

education that nobody ,teach s what they thought t ey could anymore? Does

the lunchroom have to be dug uR4Oran organic ga den?

&tlphatically, no!

What we are talking Abut:

,414,

.Schools 'across Washington State there would have, been nts point inmaking
ve ;

. this invitation to you 'to progr ss ven further... It- is largely becatse

swe'have begun.reachin.g them he e and;there that weeven know.what the four

environmental education gOals are!

Environment consciousness in a l personne

and ally students.

2: Commitment to gtiding students toward self-
I

direction .and Icominunity responsibilit/.

3: Progress in interdisciplinary coordination.

And if efforts along these lines not already underway in many



A COLLECVN 011/ 7111IRSTS

4.

I., Revie0 the sections of this document that
conclorn your areas of interest.

.

Evaluate yOur contribution to enviwnmerital
education, actual and potential, tilling the
,ChecUllst ',(Section .IX).

3. "lap ne4 approachel and improvements..
0

4. Famillirize yourielf with the Stat materJals..
and programs that might help you (Section X).

Begin discussions with colleagues across
depdttmental lines to find fruitful areas
of cooperation.

2. Deyelop pFograms to use the school itsplf

as an envirommental education tool. '

Organize a facujty group to review the fufl
*Scope of environmental education In you4 .
school or, district.

:Request; or grant, depending on which you
normallly do, in-service workshop time to plan
improved-implementation of environmental
educa.t ion.

Get in (touch with Supervisors of
Environmental Education In the State
Suptrintendents Office in Olympia.

2. Aik for, advice, help, materials,
encouragement, time, ,money, the moon.

.7

Do all or even somei of the above -- and we think ithe re,sulti will look

pretty good from a studpnt's-eye view?
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M. CHECKLIST

AN EVAi.UATION AND PLANNING TOOL,
\
\

\ #

The, statements presentOd below are based, on,
specific recommendation' made 'throughout this
dbcument. , Ctleck the àplicabillty and truth of
each/ statemen t! against bur own course, school,

. or ditstrict. Plan you i,r, nitial improvements
around those areas that ttpPeat^ not to satisfy the.
appropriate statements..

sEach statement is keyed to the page from which
it was derived in the main Wet.
I. .

Throughout evaluation of .environmental education,
the student's-eye view is given consideration.

Teachers, administrators, and:students are evaluating
the district's environmental education to \improve its
content and continuity.

f

EN N- U 3. Environmental content is presented in all apprbpriate '10\
courses.

NEITAL0

CONfE fa
Pairs or grade-level teami of teachers are planning 13

interdisciplinary study of the environment, ai in the

example given of cooperaticn among

GEOGRAPHY, SCIENCE, and HOME ECONOMICS.

i

Basic courses taken by all "students emOasize energy 15

concepts.

6 School operation emphasints energy conservation. 16



0,

Students regularly take field trips to vititimajor

institutions_that affect their.envillohMent.

Students emOloy energy/systems thinking to study. 18.
community institutions. ,

9. . Interdisciplinary teams coordinate field ttlips. lA

10. The school itself is toured by all_students and studied 19
, -as a *or camlunity institution. living environmental
I impact.,

GOAL I

AESOURtES

11. A collec

Center*

THE ES

SU .SUN DAY

of ideas f
,/

use at CIspus Environmehtal
OR TION BOOKLETS; 'ENCOUNTER WITH

RONMENT; NORTHWEST awn.. i-

ENEkGY WATCH CALENDAR; CONSERVACTION;
ERGY, FOOD,-AND YOU.

ENVL-

54.0"

Teachers in all subject.provide carefully goVerhed' 21
jorums for discusiions of.values questions.

13. 'All lialUet discUtsiont areJollOwed.up with further 22; 1,
informatfon gathering,.discussion, and action..

14. Quantifiable aspects of environmental quality are. 23
studied in HEAL0 TH, NUTRITION, and DRIVER EDUCATION

Students learn the importance of settinj their osim 25
MENTAL aesthetic standards in the ARTS, LITERATURE, and

WRITING.
VALUES

16. Students d4veldp sharper perception of t41r envirdn- 25
EDUCATION , ments through artistic expression. '

. Interdisciplinary,teams are coordinating study of values
questions, as in the. example given of cooperatiOn omong
HOME ECONOMICS, HISTORY, CAREER EDUCATION, NUTRITION,

PHYSIOLOGY, and SCIENCE, and in the;texample of otopera-
, tion between ART and SCIENCE.

25

0 18. Grade-levelifflalning ensures a balance of values educa- 26
tion experiencei.

4.
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I OUTDOOR

EDUCATION

9. SecOndaryschoOl students. make a series of OUTDOOR

'EDUCATION excursions.

Outdoor experiptices Are planned to provide time for. 27

direct appreciation le environmental values.,

21 School prograns are goordinated with Cispus Environ- 29
mental Learning Centdr and other.outdOor education.. .

facilities.

ENVIRON-

MENTAL

QUALITY

AND

PERSONAL

CHOICE

22. The following State materials and programs are familiar 30
and on hand: CISPUS ENVIRCNMENTAL LEARNING CENTER;

i A COLLEQTION OF IDEAS FOR USE AT CISPUS ENVIRONMENTAL

CENTER; A YEAR AT CISPUS; CISPUS INPORMATION BOOKLETS;

ENCOUNTER wrrH THE NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENT; NORTHWEST
LEGACY; 1000 SUNS;' SUN DAY ENERGY TCH CALENDAR;

CONSERVACTION; ENERGY, FOOD, AND Y TRAFFIC SAFETY/
..FUOLCONSERVATION.

23. HUMANITIES, LITERATURE, and MISTOkiprovide opportun- 31

$ ,

ities to study issues of personal OmMitment in the
students' own livbs4 '.,/

24: SCIENCE, HEALTH, and HOME AND F4MILY lIfE provide 32

oPportunities to stucty the tmpact of personal choices

On the environment.

.25. Students are encogaged to djscuss the impact of family. 34

dectsions on environmental quality at home with their--
own families.

26. Teachers$coordinAte interdisciplinary study of complex 35

commitment issues that touch on the students" own lives,

as in the exaniple of cooperation among HOME AND fAMILY

LFE,,BIQLOGY, CURRENT EVENTS, MATHEMATICS,
and HISTORY.

4



0 \
t:

Students graduate knowing where their fiod comes from 36

FOOD\ and how it gets( to/their tables. \

SYSTEM\ U 28. ,Students evaluate their own food habit\according to 36*

stand/kis of nutritional' and environmental quality.

EDUCATION

Ei 29. Students know hopito gtow and prepare some;Iof their, 37

ow food

ET 30 DRIVER 'EDUCATION includes transportation. issues. and 37.

'al ternati ves and/or coordi nates interdiscipl i nary
transportation 'education.

TRANSFOR-

O 3
TATION

Students graduate knowing %.yhere their automobiles come

from and where they go to.
:

EDUCAMil El 32. Student\S evaluate the idpact of transportation choices

). on their imediate surroundings.

O 33. DRIVER 'EDUCATION students coordinate school and conmun-

ity pnigrams for development of local transportation

\ al ternati ves .

0 34. CAREER EDUCATION brings to studentV-41.ention jolaapin 39

., environmental fields. , 7". .
.

CAREER O 35. Students know that energy and environment coniiderations 39

EDUCATION affect job availability.

I,
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10 3

RESOURCES

4

Students are encouraged to admire craftmanship, produc- 401

tive labor, and ccomunity-oriented free enterprise.

The followin§ State materials and programs are iar. 42

and at hand: RENASCENCE; 1000 SUNS; CONSERV ION;

ENERGY, FOOD, MD YOU;. ENCOUNTER WITH THE NoRNIvE

ENVIRONMENT; :TEACHING FOPULATII 1/4 EPTS;Figi
ENERGY WATCH CALENDAR; TRAFFIC ITUECtoNSErag:"

TION. .



El 38°

ENVIRON1. El 39..

MENT

AND

cont.IITY
11 41.

REGION

EDUCA ON

.

All students graduate with experienCe in.public involve- 43

ment and local government.

GOVERNMENT covers local community procesies, day-to-day 43

workingt of Olympia and WaShington, D.C1, and follows I f,

issues as they develop.

Teachers in all subject areas bring govermental 'issues 44

into their courses when appropriate.

Teachers coordinate interdisciplinary 'study-ofgovern-
ment and community issues, as in the example of cooper-

ation among SCIVICE, HOME ECONOMICS, CAREER EDUCATION
'CURRENT. EVENTS, NORTHWEST STUDIES, and GOVERNMENT. .'

44

42. PACIFIC, NORTHWEST'STUDIES cover regional.Se1.0..
45

sufficiency as an element conservation strategies

and in regional culture.

43. Students are familiar with the centers of decision-

making,power throughout th Northwest region.

he policy and decision-
f.

El 44
CHOOL

OP RATION 45.

Students are involved in.

making. ot the school itse
-

Students run-recycling, use, and energy conterva

Von programs. as integr 1 parts:of school operation.--

0 46. Students work with connunity program of recyc)ing, 47

energy conservation, and environmental awareness.

NITY Fl 47. The school cooperates in connunity program development 47

With the State Office of Community Education, SPI,

TION Cnympia. 4

Students regularly, attend sessioAs local legislative 47 .

executive, judicial, and political

i
stitutions.

C:1 49. Students gPaduate knowing their public officials. 47

48.

,

) Pi



,ENVIRON-

/ MENTAL

STUDIES'

COURSE

The following State matirial.s and pro rams are familiar
and at hand: CISPUS ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER;

NORTHWEST LEGACY; ENCOUNTER WITH THE NORTHWEST ENVIRON-

14ENT; CONSERVACTION; ENERGY, FOOD, AND YOU.
I;

1. ,ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES,. as a separate course, meets.all
four 'goals presented in this dectirent.

52. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES is offered principally.to advanced
students with basic science backgrounds.

53. ENVIRDNMENTAL STUDIES s udents participate in school" 50

envirbnmental and c niiitityaváreness progi-ans;
4

54 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES students .aid in carrying out 50

distirct-wide evaluation and impleMentation of environ-
mental education as set forth in this document.

ULT MATE.

ECT-
El 57.

VES

t8.

56

Environmental consciousness is established jfl -a 1 pi"r- 51

sonnel and students. .

Students achieve self-direction NA comunity responsi- 51

bility..*

Interclisciplinary coordination is implemented at every
grade level.

Teacher regularly contact the SuperviSors of Environ- 52*

tmentii ucation, SRI, Olympia, to share ideas and
advice.

f



X. STATE MATERIALS

AN ANNOTATED R:10UROk

INFORMATN. moll=

, A series of booklets covering various life forms found in t
area:. basic idntification, life history, and ecology.
'a resourte for .teachers and students in any study of na
(I) and particularly useful for the ,natural history -8
outdoor educaition program (11).

AVAILABLE:FROM: Cispus Environmental center
2332 Cispus Road

, Randle, IWA) 98377

2. A CÔkLECTION OF IDEAS FOR USE AT CISPUS ENVIRONMENTAL 'CENTER

iiA single pamphlet guide to activities possible.f*at Cispus utilizin
both indoir and outdoor resources. Simple, clear format wit
appropriate\directions and questions. Useful in teaching basic-natural
history. (I) and particularly useful in designing a successful outdoor
study -- conveys a strongaemphasis on joint student-teacher. inquiry
and on the inhe,rent-value of all living things (II). .

,AVAILABLE FROM: Cispu4\Environmental Center
2332 Cispus Road
Randle, Washington 98377

CONSERVACTION

A comprehensive series of activities for energy education at all grade
levels and in all disciplines. Developed through a number of teacher.

-writing worIghops, previewed in ConservActIon Quarterly,, and
closely .relateal to the Sun Day Energy Watch Calendar"; ,

The energy liasics contained in these activities are equally applicable
° in basic science and .in more sophisticated energy related climes (I).

The value questions, many of the:n quantifiable, related to energy and
environment, economics, and quality of life are stressed throughout

4.
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operatlo

-;

of the activities htgblight
e others stress the r6le -Of
and the local 'community '(IV)

personal and fantilylciecisibnie
regional conservatIon,t. school"

IN PREPARAT.ION. 'TO ,BE AVAILABLE ..FRCM;

Office of Science and Environmental Ed.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Old CapitolABuilding

p. Olyinpi,a, Washington 98504

.ENCOUNTER VIM THE NORTHWESt ENVIR6'
N.

MENT

A single oyersize booklet containing jetailed information on a
'icross-section of Washington State. e ronments- specifically a
highway transect fr m the Pagific, cean. to *astern Washington.

I.Well 'outlined infor ation on 'natural history) energy facilities,
/ settlement patterns, and on field trips' in general. Exceptional

coNierage" of the ur an environment. Highly interdisciplinary in
outlook.

Useful in any litudy of the environment (I). Particularly useful in
Organizing °an outdoor progratn emphasizing man's relationship to nature
XII), Contains useful references and information regarding the food,
transporfation,, and economk systems of the State and is, of
.course, an excellent. basis .for a regional. an& community .oriented
education program (IV)

MAIi.ABLE FROM: Office ofEnvirónnient.al Education
Superinteniclent of Yublic Instruction
Old.Capitof
01 ymp i a , 98504

ENERGY, yooti, AND YOU

OA comprehensive . parrliound. volume Of principles, activities and'
resource material re ale& to all aspects of the food system, An

outgrowth of an extensive -series . evening courses for ,teaghers ' in
the Seattle. area over three years. Has recently been ccorded
internaponal acclaim.

Excellent interdisciplinary approach to environment , energy, d

nutrition (I) . Quantifiable values in nutrition health., agrUcultu e,
economics, and energy are well-presented -- algng with an excell nt
introduction for adolescents to world-scale eniiironmental problems ,

(II). Personal ch6ice and skills are emphasized throughoot the aim

62



being to,entourage shidents talmake conscious well-4nformed lifestyle
choices -(un. ;Qood background -conce.rning ;he .reglon's, food' supply

,and-commidnity1sdhool Involvement in the locallóod system V).
.

AV LAALE FRQM ehergy y 'FOOd a'nd,You Program
Shore,' ne District Offices
N.E. 158th and 20th-Avenue N.E.
Seattle,. yashington 98155

piORTHWEST. tigoAcy.

A 20 minute I6mm. color sound film, produced as'a companion piece"to
Encounter with tlm Northwest Environment . Follows' a transect through
all major State envitonments, with exdeptional photography, narration,
and music. Useful as a survey of State ,natural history and as a
seilsitizing experience .before a field trip (I). A visual' delight,
the film clearly conveys the' aesthetic valued inherent-in Washington'a

' diverse envirogments (II). An excellent introduction to the' Northwest
as a cohesive regipn (An.' '

AVAILABLE' FRQM: 1 oca 1 EtD A- V libraries, and

Office of Eriyironmental.Ed.
SPI, Old Capitbl Building'
Olympia, Washington 98504

4. .

'RENASCENCE: WHERE ALL THINGS BELONG

A 30 Minute 16mm color sound film devtililiso in cooperation With, the
Washington State Office of Environmental Education.) Inv,olves &survey
of strikingly effective, co:Di-flitted individuals. Ad' their. apprdaChes
.to life. Conveys the union between lifestyle and environmental
quality. A rewarding introduction to qonfcious personal ,decision
aking (1U).

. .

AVAILABLE local ESD V\ libraries, and,: '

Office of Environmental Ed.
SPI, Old Capitol Building,
Olympia, Washington 98504,

SUN DAY.ENERGY WAirCH CALENDAR

1/4

Patterned 'after the Qregon Departinent9i6f-Energy's original Family .
.Energy Watch "-Calendars. ,Each month is surrOunded by,information
activities directed ;to . a piorticu4r energy '.,concept. Full of basic -

'information -stimUlating atliVities arid 'long term projects. Excellent
nrigraphidd,,;,.-.a%handsoes-addition to any claddroom wall.

A ;41



Information on ene and bas.ic environmental topics (I) and on many.
of the qpantifiable values involved in resource allocation, nutrition,
economics, and energy (II). Personal and . family decisions are
emphasized in many of the activities (04

AVAILABLE FROM: Off Ice of Environmental Education
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Old Capitol Building
Olympia", Washi,ngton 98504

9. TEACHING POPULATION CONCEPTS

A single pamphlet packed with information on basic population dynamics
emphasizing both thefl local region and world-wide trends, with
appropriate activities and resource 'llst (110.

AVAIL4BLE -PROW Of f Ice of Env I ronmental Educat ion
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Old Capitol Building
Olympiao Warington 98504

10. 1000 SUNS

A 10 minute 16mm color sounds film, shot principally in Seattle, that
forcefully, and, poetically questions the purposes to which we_ might
apply our energy resources' -- even If they were infinl Useful as

.an introductory collage on energy use and energp iss (I). An
exceptional springboard for values discussions (II), parti arly those
that consider the goals of any lifestyle -- what is it y. ant from
the energy available to you (III).

AVAILABLE FROM: local ESD libraries, and
ffice of Environnlental Ed.
PI Old Capitol Building

ia, Washington 985104

r

L .

I '

TRAFFIC "SAFIITY/i1V. CoNSERVATION
-

A series of activities developed cooperatively' between the Offices\
of Traffic Safety Education and Environmental Education. Encouragès
a broader scope in, driver education by raising fuel conservation IssdeS
in the ,general 'context of good driving practices, involving
quantifiable safety and energy values (II) and ,the need for personal
comniitment on issues of safety, responsibility, and conservation OM':

AVArLAWLEVIMWM: Office of Traffic Safety Education
Superintendentof Public Instruction,

Old Capitol Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

e"
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12. A YEAR AT C1SPUS

A small pamphlet -describing, the range of activities availabl* at
Cispus Environmental Center over the course of a particular ye4r.
Provides an èxcellentintroduction to the variety of outdoor arnd
initerdisciplinary approaches employable at Cispus, along withkan actual
record of districts ar4 programs using the facility -- who might be
contacted for-advice In seatting uriOnew programs 00

AVAILABLE FROM: CispustEnvironmental Center
2332 Cispus Road

.Randle, Washington' 98377 .

.

Additional informatioq on many of the above programs can be
found in the review prepared by the Office of Environmental'
Educatiton in 1976, A State of the Art R4port . In addifion
this report references the many excellent programs in envi-
ronmental education underway in the State's higher education
facilities, individual school districts, and the private
sector.

AVAILABLE FROM: Of f i ce of . Env i r onmen ta Educat i on
'Superintendent of Public Instruction
Ipid Capitol Building
Olympia, Washimgton 98504
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